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Analysis of data collected in McMurdo Sound during
both summer and winter over the period 2003-07:
> high-resolution CTD profiles,
> ADCP & RCM current meter data and
> salinity & temperature time-series’
Salinity (psu)

Figure 1: Jan/Feb & November profiles collected around Ross
Island 2003-06, with historical profiles from southern
McMurdo Sound. Antarctic Surface Water (AASW) is again
present by 2006, but inset (same data) shows that High
Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW) is present only in the historical
profiles. (Water mass definitions following Jacobs et al. 1985.)
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Figure 3: (a) Salinity profiles collected from sites in Southern
McMurdo Sound, 2003 - 2006 showing salt ‘deficit’
decreasing with time compared to historical profiles.
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Figure 2: Map of McMurdo Sound region showing locations of 2003 study sites
(SIS, HWD-1 & HWD-2) and approximate position of proposed transects to be
completed during November-December 2007. Inset: MODIS Satellite image, 27
January 2003, showing location of the large tabular icebergs B-15a and C-19
during the 2003 site occupation. The location of this study region is indicated by
the red square on the map of Antarctica in poster header.

- Tidal exchange across the ice shelf front Observations of temperature, salinity and currents were collected from
beneath the McMurdo Ice Shelf during January and February 2003
(reported in Robinson 2004). The channel under the ice shelf is an important
region of outflow from McMurdo Sound, significantly affecting local
oceanography.
Current meters surveyed multiple depths simultaneously, covering ~1/3 of
the 900 m water column beneath the McMurdo Ice Shelf and ~1/2 of the 600
m water column beneath the sea ice in southern McMurdo Sound (figure 4).
Strong tidal oscillation observed throughout the water column;
> Residual transport southward from McMurdo Sound into the ocean
cavity beneath the McMurdo Ice Shelf over spring tide;
> Over neap tide, flow at the Sea Ice Site was more consistently toward
south-east (i.e. toward the ice shelf) than over spring tide;
> Variability over tidal cycle apparent in repeat hydrographic profiles;
> The warmest water beneath the ice shelf was at the surface freezing
temperature, probably set by recent interaction with nearby sea ice;
> The remainder of the water column was below the surface freezing
point, indicating some interaction with the ice shelf in its recent history.
>
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Figure 4: Eastward component of velocity
measured at (a) HWD-1 and (b) the Sea Ice
Site (SIS) during January and February 2003.
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Numerical Modelling
> 3-dimensional, high-resolution numerical modelling
to simulate McMurdo Sound circulation, under present
and potential future climate scenarios;
> 1-dimensional vertical process modelling to
investigate behaviour of the surface layer immediately
beneath the sea ice taking an energy balance approach to
study mixed layer evolution under various sea ice and
climate scenarios (following e.g., Chen et al. 1993 &
Holland et al. 1997).
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The role of Ice Shelf Water in Antarctic
sea ice formation
Ice Shelves are the floating extension of the Antarctic ice sheet
and form ~44% of Antarctica's coastline (Drewry et al., 1982).
Within the ocean cavity under an ice shelf, High Salinity Shelf
Water (HSSW) formed during sea ice formation can interact
with the base of the ice shelf, forming Ice Shelf Water (ISW) identifiable by its temperature which is below the surface
freezing point. If ISW rises through the water column, e.g., by
flowing up the base of the ice shelf, or upon exiting the sub-ice
shelf cavity, it becomes in-situ supercooled through the
pressure-dependence of the freezing temperature. This is
relieved through the
Sea ice formation
formation of marine
& brine rejection
and/or platelet ice.
Ice Shelf
ISW
ISW has been
observed exiting the
HSSW
major ice shelves in
plumes up to 300 m
Continental Shelf
thick (e.g., Rubino et
al. 2003).
Formation of Ice Shelf Water (ISW)

> The role of the Under-ice Boundary Layer (UBL) in
modulating atmospheric signal propagation into the deep
water
> Fine-scale structure in the UBL
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McMurdo Sound is an ideal location to study these processes because it is heavily
influenced by circulation in the wider Ross and is affected both by open water and the
adjacent sub-ice shelf ocean cavity. In addition, there is much historical data from McMurdo
Sound that provides a context within which to work. Understanding the distribution and
seasonal variation of water masses within McMurdo Sound is fundamental for this study
and has been the focus of work completed to date.
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> The role of Ice Shelf Water (ISW) in sea-ice formation
>
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Seasonal variation of McMurdo Sound circulation
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The aim of my project is to improve the understanding
of fine-scale processes operating in the upper ocean
(top 10 – 30m) boundary layer beneath forming and
melting Antarctic sea ice which lead to complex density
stratification.
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The growth and decay of sea ice in the Southern Ocean
has the largest intra-annual variability in spatial extent
of any single process contributing to earth's climate
system. Processes associated with the ice formation
cycle have significant implications for ocean
circulation, water mass formation and marine
ecosystem response, but are not well-represented in
local and regional scale climate models partly because
details of the ice-ocean interaction are not sufficiently
well-understood in the Antarctic setting.
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Modelling work by Assmann et al. (2004) has shown that flow from the Ross
Sea through McMurdo Sound, as captured in these observations, has
significant implications for circulation and water mass formation in the
ocean cavity beneath the Ross Ice Shelf.
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McMurdo Sound Interannual Variability
- Oceanographic effect of recent tabular icebergs -

During March 2000, the massive tabular iceberg, B-15, calved
from the eastern Ross Ice Shelf. As it broke up the smaller bergs
drifted northward but the largest piece, B-15a, drifted westward
across the front of the ice shelf until it became pinned against
Ross and Beaufort Islands early in 2001 (see inset, figure 2). There
it remained, affecting sea ice conditions, local ecology and logistical operations until
it eventually began to move northward early in 2005. In the meantime a second
iceberg, C-19, calved in May 2002 from the western end of the Ross Ice Shelf and
moved northward through the area. The late opening of the Ross Sea Polynya and the
very heavy sea ice conditions of summer 2002/03 have been attributed to the presence
of C-19 (Dinniman et al., in submission).

>CTD profiles collected before, during and after the iceberg events (figure 3) are
consistent with a perturbation to the local oceanographic system, and the subsequent
recovery back to the initial condition.
Each iceberg seems to have produced it own perturbation to the McMurdo Sound
circulation:
> B-15a formed a barrier, reducing McMurdo Sound exchange with the Ross Sea for
a period of ~3 years. This allowed recirculation of surface waters and greater-thantypical homogeneity between the east and west sides of the sound.
> C-19 caused the opening of the Ross Sea Polynya for summer 2002/03 to be delayed
by ~6 weeks, reducing both the volume and salinity range of HSSW supplied to the
deep waters.
The deep water effects, attributed to the presence of C-19, may have been dependent
on the preconditioning of the water column provided via the presence of B-15a.
Profiles collected from eastern McMurdo Sound in the intervening years (November
profiles, figure 3) have also been analysed and are consistent with this explanation
for the observations.
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